
 TINY the TANKER
 PRIORITIZING

 Health Awareness 2020/21

       FUN EFFECTIVE WAY TO REMIND GUESTS TO REMAIN HEALTH AWARE AT YOUR EVENT !

27 Years in Outdoor Entertainment

           Contact:  Neal Snyder
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          Phone/Text: 352-409-8484

www.tinythetanker.com

Social Distancing
STAY 6 FT APART
    FROM OTHER
       GROUPS

Sanitize Hands
   After Every
      Activity

  Tiny hasA Loveable
Childs Voice

WEAR PPE / MASK
IF LESS THEN 6 FT

         HIRING
“TINY the TANKER”

  IS A NO BRAINER

APART

 ROVING OR STATIONARY
       ENTERTAINMENT

    HAND
 SANITIZER
BOTH SIDES
   OF FIRE
    TRUCK

KIDS LOVE
    “TINY”
       the
  TANKER

MAKING THE
BEST EVENTS
  BETTER

  UNFOREGETTABLE

   ONE OF A KIND

     CHARACTER



Tiny the Tanker
Tiny the Tanker to the Rescue…..

To execute a successful event in the foreseeable future, events will have to
find kind yet effective ways to remind guests of new social distancing and
health safety protocols. The Firefighter Show has come up with a
fun entertaining “character” solution…..Tiny the Tanker.

Tiny the Tanker has taken on a personality of his own. His sweet child like
voice melts the hearts of both young and old as he roves slowly throughout
events greeting and engaging guests along the way. Wether he is singing
happy birthday, giving directions, playing a children's song or reminding
guests to wash their hands Tiny always gets a big smile or kind wave in
return.

Tiny the Tanker has all the equipment, lights, sirens and water effects of a
real fire truck but has also recently been refitted with an improved eight
speaker sound system, extra bright LED lights on his mouth which light as
he speaks, rear and side view safety cameras, 4 hand sanitizer dispensers
and signs that indicate the importance of hand sanitizing, social distancing
reminders, wearing of masks etc. Tiny is 79” tall, 60” wide, 120”long.
A unforgettable one of a kind “character”.

Two standard sign frames 18”tall x 24”wide (yard sign size) are available to
DISPLAY YOUR EVENT SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OR SPONSOR AD
(event provides signs)

Tiny the Tanker is an electric vehicle, no engine noise, no exhaust fumes.
Tiny can operate indoors or outdoors as a Roving Attraction or
Stationary Greeter. Tiny also makes Special Appearances while at events
that can include; Parade Detail, Flag Bearer, VIP Guest Greeter or unique
Event Spokesmen for Media Interviews.
Our goal is to:
MAKE THE BEST EVENTS BETTER.

Contact- Neal Snyder

                  Email- firefightershow@gmail.com   Phone/Text 352-409-8484   www.tinythetanker.com


